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ZEUS Laser Gaming Mouse: GMS1100
Feel the Authority and Supremacy of God of All Gods- GMS1100
There are numerous reasons why ZEUS has been chosen to be GAMDIAS’ state of the art gaming mouse. Not only
because it has all the features that meets the demands of gamers in this generation, from 8200 DPI to 11 smart keys
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because it has all the features that meets the demands of gamers in this generation, from 8200 DPI to 11 smart keys
with 9 of which being programmable, and customizable LED light effects and so on. But more importantly, ZEUS is
the first ever gaming mouse that offers tool-less side panel adjustments on the go, which can be transformed
accordingly depending on your preferences. Finding it difficult to cast numerous spells at once while drinking potions,
then with ZEUS at your service with 9 programmable macro keys, you shall conquer any domain you choose to enter
effortlessly.
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Feel the Authority and Supremacy of God of All Gods
3 independently adjustable side expansions to customize hand size and grip comfort
Laser sensor up to 8200 DPI for pixel perfect accuracy
512KB onboard memory for button and profile assignments
Selectable polling rate 125 / 250 / 500 / 1000 Hz
Heavy-duty 11 million click lifecycle

Features



Heavy-duty 11 million click lifecycle
Customizable profile / DPI / ambiance lighting luminance
Customize weight with weight tuning system
Rapid profile switching key
Military grade braided cable with Gold-plated USB connector

Tool-less Adjustable
Side Panels
ZEUS is an ergonomic
mouse with 3 adjustable
side panels allowing
gamers to adjust the level
of comfort for their
thumb, ring or pinky
finger

Lightning Battling
Ability
ZEUS has a gaming laser
sensor with up to 8200
DPI, your track sensitivity
at the highest level –
gaming with precision or
smoother movements.
512kb on-board

This laser gaming mouse
has excellent comfort and
control! The side panels
move inward and outwards
by the adjustable

memory enables gamers
to plug-and-play their
laser gaming mouse into
any system and still have
their profiles and macro
settings intact. There are
11 buttons on the ZEUS

wheels at the bottom of
the mouse. The
ergonomic design allows
the wheels not to
interfere with the surface
bottom giving the gamer
a smooth glide.

Gamers can set up to 6
different profile settings
to customize the laser
gaming mouse for their
FPS, MOBA or MMO
games. Unleash Your
Inner Greek God with



Premium Micro-
Processor
32-bits ARM Cortex
premium micro-processor
offers superior computing
performance

11 smart Keys

11 keys with 9
programmable keys for
strategic assignment of
macros, profiles,
keyboard keys, media
controls, windows
functions… etc

Luminance Lighting
Control
Customizable profile / DPI /
ambient lighting and
luminance.

11 millon click
lifecycle
Heavy-duty 11 million click
lifecycle

true 8200 DPI

8200 DPI for pixel perfect
accuracy

Grip Area Calibration

Maximize control and
comfort of the ZEUS mouse
through tool-less calibration
of the finger grip areas

Polling Rate 1000 Hz 512KB Onboard
Memory



Selectable polling rate 125 /
250 / 500 / 1000 Hz

Plug & play on different PCs
storing 6 profiles, macro
assignments, and muscle
memory achievements

Weight System Yes (4.5g x5)

Cable Length 2M

Keys 11 Keys

Resolution up to 8200 DPI

Polling Rate 125 / 250 / 500 /1000 Hz

Onboard Memory 512KB

Dimension(LxWxH) 127.14 x 84.46 x 43.2 mm

Tracking Method Advanced Gaming Laser Sensor

Switch Lifecycle 11 Million

Graphical UI Yes (GAMDIAS HERA)

Specification
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Gaming Art in Motion

GAMDIAS focuses on the fundamentals,
complemented with creativity and
artistic beauty. GAMDIAS Technology
was founded 2012. Not only do we aim
to set the bar for quality and
practicality, we also go above and
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beyond with our designs to enhance
your gaming experience. GAMDIAS
products will continue to impress on
design and practicality, supporting our
motto “Gaming Art in Motion.” We will
continue to invest heavily on designs,
transcending GAMDIAS products to an
artistic pantheon.

HADES Laser Extension
GMS7011

HERA - all in one application

Gravity button
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